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• In light of Dennis, scope for a change to the ‘bundle of rights’ by s.96A very limited (if 
not non-existent), but could it be done by s.73 (or new s.73B)?

• Very hard to contemplate how ‘in principle’ flexibility  (for any proposed ‘drop in’) can 
be designed in retrospectively (particularly given no duty on LPA to consider effect on 
existing permission when determining ‘drop in’ – Pilkington and Fiske [2023] EWCA Civ 
1495)

• More straightforward if accommodating a known scheme – don’t shoot for the moon!
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Fairly well trodden route now:

• Consider carefully how proposed ‘drop-in’ fits with the outline:

o Degree of flexibility in the outline as it stands? Check interpretation principles

o Stage of outline – have reserved matters been approved? Is there still time for new /different?

o Physical compatibility and planning impacts (are inconsistencies material / substantial?)

o Are they inconsistencies with description, conditions or approved RM details?

o Legal effect on continued implementation of outline

• Consider how outline (or larger full) permission can be amended to resolve 
inconsistencies

Accommodating a proposed drop in scheme
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• For description of development:

o Currently only s.96A – beware Dennis but assessment of materiality usually a 
matter of planning judgment (distinction between change to legal rights and 
change to development) (in light of Hillside (Lever Finance) – s.96A change not 
necessary –for reassurance only!)

o S.110 LURA – s.73B (not yet in force) – ‘if satisfied that its effect will not be 
substantially different from that of the existing permission’.

• For conditions – section 73 (not strictly ‘amendment’ - grant of new permission)

Amendment Tools
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• Useful in amending supporting documents and plans linked to conditions – but beware:

o Check whether supporting documents and/or plans are incorporated into the 
description of the development (see discussion in Armstrong [2023] EWHC 176)

o If ‘slotting out’ for future, check re approval of reserved matters timing and potential 
conflict with (purpose of) s.73(5).

• Cannot introduce change that is inherently inconsistent (to even a minor degree) with 
description of development  - Finney [2020] PTSR 455, Fiske [2023] EWHC (para 124)  -
NB different case from Fiske in the CA)

• May be able to introduce fundamental changes otherwise - Armstrong (paras 73 to 89) 
but see Fiske (para 126) 

• Once done all this, is a ‘drop in’ permission actually necessary or can it now be done 
under the outline?

More on Section 73
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